
Integration Guide for Azblink SBC and 
Alcatel-Lucent OXO/OXE

Abstract:  This document is provided as reference for the integration between 
Azblink SBC and Alcatel-Lucent OXO/OXE via T1/E1 link or SIP trunk.

Introduction

                It is noted that deploying Azblink SBC will need a public IP address 
facing the Internet and a private IP address for the office network. To connect 
Azblink SBC with Alcatel-Lucent OXO/OXE, T1/E1 link or SIP trunk can be used. 
If Alcatel-Lucent OXO/OXE is with SIP trunk module, it will need an extra private 
IP address for itself as well.  In this document,  the example in the setting for the 
IP address part  should be replaced by your own IP addresses. 

          
        For T1/E1 link,  Alcatel-Lucent's OXO provides the sockets for the following 
schemes:

               Thus, only straight cable is needed between Azblink SBC and Alcatel-
Lucent's OXO for T1/E1 link.  For OXE, you have to make cross-wiring cable by 
yourself.

               And each of the Alcatel-Lucent's T1/E1 module can have its own 
System Clock Timing Source  (BITS clock).  Thus, it is flexible to select the 



system timing source even when multiple T1/E1 modules are present on 
OXO/OXE system.   With the description above in mind, you should adapt the 
changes to the deployment scenario you encounter. 

T1/E1 setting

 
             In the following, we assume that  Azblink SBC's T1/E1 will be used as the 
System Clock Timing Source so that OXO/OXE will lock it from the other side. 
And we intend to run ISDN PRI over E1 on this link; OXO/OXE will act as “PRI 
NET” and Azblink SBC will act as “PRI CPE”.

            Before setting T1/E1 link on Azblink SBC, please stop VoIP process in 
order for the configuration to go on smoothly.

            ISDN PRI belongs to CCS ( Common Channel Signaling); thus, we start as 
follows:

              After “Add” button is pressed, it takes a long while to load the 
parameters.  After it is completed, you will find “RED alarm”  is raised if the 
cable is unplugged:



              We can move on by ignoring it at this moment. 



              For the signaling part,  ISDN PRI is with 30 B-channels plus 1 D-
channel.  And we let the channels “1-15,17-31” use “PRI CPE” on the side of 
Azblink SBC.

              “Hardware HDLC” is same as “D-channel” except that it is 
implemented in hardware driver.   Thus, we set “Channel 16” in “Hardware 
HDLC”  and just use “National ISDN 2” standard.

                  Then, we turn to “Channel Dial Plan”.   Assume the numbers 1XXX 
and 2XXX will go to the the E1 trunk to the other end; we set as follows:





                  After finishing the setting of dialing rules and restart VoIP process, 
we come back to check the channel status.   It indicates the channels are “In 
Use”.    Once the wire is connected and the other side is configured well, the 
RED alarm should disappear.

SIP Trunk Setting

             If there is no need to set up account authentication for SIP trunk, the 
setting is simple as follows:




